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■ Clean and sanitizeyour dairyoperatic
...with five newproducts from

With the intro-
duction of our five
new products,
you now have a
total of nine
to choose from.
Wayne Foamchek
100 is a heavy
duty acid cleaner

For manual cleaning,
try Wayne Kleen-Ezey.
An excellent stone
remover, it also removes
rust.

and milkstone
remover for CIP

installations. It leaves equipment clean
and sparkling.

Another new
fast-action
product is Wayne
Dairy Manual Cleaner. Free rinsing, it
works in varying water conditions and is
biodegradable.

If your operation’s
equipment calls for
the use of a liquid
alkaline cleaner, low-
sudsing Wayne
Liquid Dynemate
may be your answer. And, dairy sanitizing problems are

quickly and conveniently solved with
Wayne Dairy Sanitizer.
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Many millions of calves have been raised successfully and economically on Wayne Calfnip.
Today's Calfnip is better than ever before as the result of continuing Research developments.
Calfnip is high in milk products with all milk protein. Antibiotic fortification as well as high
vitamin levels give optimum growth and performance under stress conditions. High energy Hi
comes from 10 percent quality animal fat in dispersible form. Smooth, glossy hair coats,
growthy calves, less digestive upset, and ease of feeding are a few more reasons for the wide acceptance an
popularity of this outstanding milk replacer. Calfnip saves two ways. It costs less and produces a good calf wi

substantial savings over whole milk feeding.G DEALERS
BAIR’S MILL, INC. STEVENS FEED MILL, INC. Wayne Calfnip is an excellent food for other baby aBair's MillRoad
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It can be mixed with water, as for calves, and fed t(
W. L MUMMERT CO.

High & Pine Streets
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BATZ FEED & SUPPLY
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orphans or fed dry to supplement other food. Orpha
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better condition and appearance.


